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About
When Talbott Recovery opened its doors in the 1980s, we knew that the best way to serve our patients was to be the best at our specialty, to listen carefully to patients, to study our results and to invite family members into the treatment process.
Learn More
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Call 877-345-3301
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Locations
With locations in Atlanta and Dunwoody, Talbott Recovery has been dedicated to providing compassionate comprehensive treatment for addiction and co-occurring disorders. 
Learn More



	Atlanta Main Campus
	Dunwoody Outpatient


Call 877-345-3301
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Programs
At Talbott Recovery, we offer a variety of substance abuse treatment programs each designed to meet a specific need. Whether you are a young adult, an established professional or somewhere in between, we have a program to help you address all aspects of your unique addiction.
Learn More



	Healthcare Professionals Program
	Honor Strong Program
	Professionals Program
	Pilots Program
	Mirror Image
	Family Program
	Alumni Support Services


Call 877-345-3301
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Treatment
Talbott Recovery incorporates varied treatment levels into each individual’s program plan to ensure the best chance of achieving and maintaining successful recovery.
Learn More



	Detoxification and Stabilization
	Partial Hospitalization
	Intensive Outpatient Programs


Call 877-345-3301
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Admissions
At Talbott Recovery we want to help make this important step you are about to take as simple as possible. We know there can be some anxiety about what happens next, and we are here to demystify the process and provide answers to your questions.
Learn More



	The ABC’s of Insurance Coverage
	How Much Will Treatment Cost?
	Online Bill Pay
	72-Hour Assessments for Substance Abuse
	What to Bring


Call 877-345-3301
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Contact
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																																							Local Alumni Chapter / Recovery Groups Suggested Guidelines

The following set of guidelines and suggestions have been helpful in organizing effective local TRC Alumni Chapter meetings. These tools are by no means a “rule of law,” but have proved useful to alumni when starting-up our existing chapters.

Local TRC Alumni Chapters provide alumni in a specific geographic area an additional form of recovery meeting. The meetings are another tool to support the ongoing recovery of alumni and serve as a bridge for the newest alumnus during the critical transition from treatment at TRC to life in their homes and communities. For a newcomer, belonging to a group of people who share a common experience at TRC can be a key element to making that transition as smooth as possible. While a TRC alumni recovery meeting can be a valuable tool for recovery, TRC does not believe or endorse alumni recovery meetings as a substitute for regular attendance at 12-Step meetings. Rather, alumni chapter meetings serve as an enhancement to a patient’s continuing care plan and can enrich and strengthen sobriety.

Alumni recovery meetings can utilize a variety of formats and practices. Some meetings will be successful and continue to grow over time. Other meetings will have attendance that ebbs and flows. The reason for this inconsistency varies. Although Alumni Recovery Group meetings are autonomous and self-supporting, TRC Alumni Services, with the help of many alumni, has created the following guide for your group to consider in a “group conscious” format. It is suggested that participants consider each factor to help maintain a group that meets the needs of as many alumni as possible and is attractive to newcomers.

As your recovery meeting grows over time, please feel free to offer TRC Alumni Services any suggestions that could be helpful to new or other existing alumni chapters.

Logistics

1. Meeting Day & Time:

	Is the meeting time good for everyone at this meeting?
	Does anyone in attendance know of alumni who could not attend because of the

time?
	Is there another feasible time, maybe for an additional meeting?


2. Meeting Location:

	Is the meeting location in a place that is consistently available and centrally located?
	Is the meeting place in a neutral place, such as a church or community center rather than the home or business of an alumnus?
	Is there another location that would better serve more alumni?


3. Other Considerations:

	Is the group self-supporting?
	Are meetings held frequent enough? (Most meetings are more successful if they meet at least once a week).


Meeting Guidelines

4. Who can attend:

	Is the meeting intended for TRC alumni only?
	Can family members or guests be invited to attend any meetings or only specified meetings?


5. Meeting Format

	Are members satisfied with the meeting format? Here are some suggested questions to ask that have helped other Alumni Chapters define a format.
	Do alcoholic/addicts and family members want to have separate meetings before sharing begins; providing a choice at each meeting?
	Some groups have varied formats each week of the month to add variety and diversity to their meetings.  For example: Speaker meeting, step study, open discussion, book study, etc.
	Some meetings invite outside speakers.
	Some meetings have a break in the middle of the meeting for more fellowship.
	Some meetings have regular dinners/meals before or after the sharing meeting.



	Is there a consistent format for opening and closing each meeting?
	Is individual sharing encouraged without cross talk / prescribing / interpreting or advice giving?
	Is safety assured by a confidentiality statement (“What you hear stays here”), and by limiting cross talk to supportive feedback, or a statement reminding members to talk about their own experiences?
	Does the group plan social gatherings for additional fellowship?
	Are newcomers made to feel welcome and a part of the group?
	Is there a consistent format for opening and closing each meeting?
	Is individual sharing encouraged without cross talk / prescribing / interpreting or advice giving?
	Is safety assured by a confidentiality statement (“What you hear stays here”), and by limiting cross talk to supportive feedback, or a statement reminding members to talk about their own experiences?
	Does the group plan social gatherings for additional fellowship?
	Are newcomers made to feel welcome and a part of the group?


Service

6. Commitment Issues

	Are commitments regularly rotated among members?
	Are greeters present to welcome attendees/newcomers?
	Is an address/phone list kept current and available to all Alumni attendees?
	Is the address/phone list given to the TRC Alumni Services at least quarterly to update the master file for newsletters/alumni contacts/and emails?
	Are possible alumni contacts identified and provided to TRC to be of service to the newly released alumni?
	Is there a regular business meeting held?  (Suggestions would be to have a business meeting when election of commitments is made – every 6 to 12 months.)


7. Suggested commitments:

Secretary – Primary contact with Alumni Services, chooses leader for each meeting, sets up meetings, coordinates other “officers”.

Treasurer – Handles finances – 7th tradition, rent, etc.

Contact Person – Maintains and up-to-date phone/email list with Alumni contacts identified and provides this to Alumni Services quarterly.

Activities Chair – Organizes social events, birthdays, etc.

Literature Person – Provides literature about TRC. Local meeting directories and other AA, NA. AL-Anon literature. Sends current meeting directories to Alumni Services for distribution to patients before they leave.

Coffee Person

Greeter

We hope you find this information helpful and useful as you organize and help to grow your Local TRC Alumni Chapter. Alumni Services is here to assist you. If you have questions about the suggestions in this material or on any other issue, please contact Ben Wilson (*protected email*
) who will assist you with your questions. We look forward to helping you build an effective Alumni Chapter that will be an asset to the recoveries of all alumni in your area.

																																						
 
											

						
							 
															  Latest News 
Hospital Highs | Investigating drug addiction in Georgia hospitals
From: Rebecca Lindstrom, WXIA May 20, 2016 This year alone there was a surgical tech caught [...]


Learn More

 Work With us
At Talbott Recovery you can make a difference in the lives of patients and their families. Join our dedicated, skilled team, and help us as we continue to redefine standards of service excellence. Learn about Talbott Recovery’s employment practices and benefits. Find a list of available positions with Talbott Recovery here.
Careers Page 
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							Call us now 678-251-3189


							Talbott Recovery

5355 Hunter Road

Atlanta, GA 30349
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						Talbott Recovery Campus is dedicated to providing the highest level of quality care to our patients. The Joint Commission’s gold seal of approval on our website shows that we have demonstrated compliance to the most stringent standards of performance, and we take pride in our accreditation. The Joint Commission standards deal with organization quality, safety-of-care issues and the safety of the environment in which care is provided. If you have concerns about your care, we would like to hear from you. Please contact us at 678.251.3100. If you do not feel that your concerns have been addressed adequately, you may contact The Joint Commission at: Division of Accreditation Operations, Office of Quality Monitoring, The Joint Commission, One Renaissance Boulevard, Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181, Telephone: 800-994-6610

						Physicians are on the medical staff of Talbott Recovery, but, with limited exceptions, are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of Talbott Recovery. The facility shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by physicians. Model representations of real patients are shown. For language assistance, disability accommodations and the non-discrimination notice, visit our website. Affordable transportation options available upon request
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This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.





			
									
						

					

					


				


			


		

		

		

		
		

		
	
	
	
	
	
	

	









    
    
        
        

        

        

    


    
    
        

            

            


            

            

            

            

            
            
            
                
                
                    

                

                

            

        


        
            

        


        
        

        
        

        
            

        


    























		

		





        
	